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We have a significant amount of porcelain tiles for paving the court yard as illustrated in this 
CGI. The porcelain tiles are cut to some intricate shapes. By the use of this innovative 

product we intend to pilot the product on this site. Our expectations are the project will 
benefit from the clean finish and accuracy by using the equipment. Our Group head of H&S 
Mr Barry Oliver, our Regional Directors and H&S team believe this is the future must have 

H&S product.  

We are confident this provides some significant safety and occupational benefits.  

 
 



 
The B _ Eames disc cutter below has the following benefits: 

Cuts exact straight lines 

Battery powered water bottle that plugs in so no need for the second operative when 
cutting 

Reduces the amount of dust as always using water that is attached by a battery powered 
water bottle. 

Precise  measuring in half the time 

No need to sweep the floor 

Cut exact lines through water,mud,dust,stone etc 

Possible to cut 50 meters plus without marking the floor 

Pour water without washing your line away 

No more direct eye to blade needed 

Easy to see sight in dust 

Stand correctly over the cutter(better on back) 

Easy to fit and callobrate 

                            



 

 
 

 

  



 

 

 

Currently:- 

Worldwide PCT covering 152 countries 

UK and European patent approved and live   

Product ready to go to manufacture in the UK, fabricators set up.   

Positives  

• No eye contact with the blade  
• Reduces the inhalation of dust  
• Battery powered water bottle attached so no need for second operative 
• Better posture for occupational health and protection from debris contact. 
• No excuse for not having running water  
• Cuts through puddles, dirt etc., no line on the floor required.  
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